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Thanks to the Internet, for the first time in my life I feel that I have a chance to compete on a level playing
field. My academic background is embarrassing compared to that of most successful intellectuals. My public
high school education was so abysmal that I had to attend to a community college in California for two years
before matriculating at the (then) reputationless Pepperdine University. I scraped together a master's degree
through the second-tier California State University system, and finally gave up hope for an intellectual life and

raced bikes for a decade. By the time I earned a Ph.D. from the distinctly non-elitist Claremont Graduate
University, I discovered there were next to no jobs, especially for someone with an intellectual pedigree such
as mine. Since teaching as an adjunct professor is no way to make a living (literally), I founded the Skeptics
Society andSkepticmagazine just as the Internet was getting legs in the early-1990s. Now I sit in front of my
computer and grab them out of the Internet hive mind that expands endlessly outwards, a giant, evolving
global collage that participants edit to conform to their needs and sensibilities. This process of hunting and

capturing reduces me to a pair of hungry eyes and two thinking hands. (My whole body is for later, for when I
build my pictures analog-style.) When the image is finally assembled, it sings in the chorus of a million authors.

I am the conductor and through me, this collective hums. The electricity overwhelms me. I'm no longer a
rugged individualist. Like a good Kuhnian, I attempt to pay special attention to anomalies in my favored

theories, which are easier to identify now that I can scan more broadly. More generally, it seems like the scope
of my research has become both broader and deeper, because both cost less. Finally, my mind seems to be
increasingly interwoven into the Internet what I store locally in my own brain seems more and more to be

metadata for the parts of my understanding that are stored on the Internet.
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The fans first chose the cover. They chose their favorite
cover design of the classic album, KISS, which was

given to the band. The band then chose their favorite
design of their new studio album, Monster, which they

presented to the fans. The fans then choose their
favorite song from that album, Forever and a Day,

which was then selected as the first single and
released to radio. This creative process continued, with
the band and fans voting on tour ideas, album art, and

album titles until they were satisfied with the final
product. The End of the Road Tour was a massive

undertaking. It was conceived as the band's biggest
production to date, and it included 13 cities in Europe

and the Americas. They embarked on this massive
undertaking with no road crew, no cars, no money, and

no idea what was in store for the fans. They sold out
every show, and the fans loved the new songs and

album, and the fans voted to continue the tour for the
next four years. The fans and band are happy, and the
fans can close this chapter of KISS's history and get on
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with their own life. The End of the Road Tour had a
story told through an actual trailer . The fans could see

what was going on at a KISS show from first hand
experiences. They could follow the band, or at least see
the large production, as it was going along. They were
able to see the band doing the live shows and see how
they prepare for each show, such as a new costume,
makeup, and stage design. The creative committee

does not want people to think that KISS is out of touch
with the fans. They want the fans to think that they are

making decisions on what to do, so that each person
can have a creative voice when they go to vote on

KISS's future. KISS wanted the fans to feel more
involved in the creative process and to bring their ideas

into play, and the fans seem to be responding
positively. 5ec8ef588b
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